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Hiding Sensitive Association Rules
with Limited Side Effects
Yi-Hung Wu, Chia-Ming Chiang, and Arbee L.P. Chen, Senior Member, IEEE Computer Society
Abstract—Data mining techniques have been widely used in various applications. However, the misuse of these techniques may lead
to the disclosure of sensitive information. Researchers have recently made efforts at hiding sensitive association rules. Nevertheless,
undesired side effects, e.g., nonsensitive rules falsely hidden and spurious rules falsely generated, may be produced in the rule hiding
process. In this paper, we present a novel approach that strategically modifies a few transactions in the transaction database to
decrease the supports or confidences of sensitive rules without producing the side effects. Since the correlation among rules can make
it impossible to achieve this goal, in this paper, we propose heuristic methods for increasing the number of hidden sensitive rules and
reducing the number of modified entries. The experimental results show the effectiveness of our approach, i.e., undesired side effects
are avoided in the rule hiding process. The results also report that in most cases, all the sensitive rules are hidden without spurious
rules falsely generated. Moreover, the good scalability of our approach in terms of database size and the influence of the correlation
among rules on rule hiding are observed.
Index Terms—Association rules, data mining, mining methods and algorithms, rule hiding.
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INTRODUCTION

A

variety of data mining problems have been studied to
help people get an insight into the huge amount of
data. One of them is association rule mining, which was first
introduced by Agrawal et al. [2]. Agrawal and Srikant [4]
extend and define the problem as follows: An itemset is a set
of products (items) and a transaction keeps a set of items
bought at the same time. The support of an itemset I
(denoted as SupI ) in a transaction database is the
percentage of transactions that contain I in the entire
database. An itemset is frequent if its support is not lower
than a minimum support threshold (denoted as MST). For two
itemsets X and Y where X \ Y ¼ ;, the confidence of an
association rule X ! Y (denoted as ConfX!Y ) is the
probability that Y occurs given that X occurs, and is equal
to SupX[Y divided by SupX . We say that X ! Y holds in the
database if X [ Y is frequent and its confidence is not lower
than a minimum confidence threshold (denoted as MCT). Such
a rule is called the strong association rule (strong rule for
short). For the convenience of presentation, in the rest of
this paper, we call the association rules that do not hold in
the database the spurious rules. Association rule mining is to
discover all the strong rules in the database. Several
methods have been proposed [3], [13], [17], [26], [27].
However, the misuse of them may bring undesired effects
to people. An example mentioned in [9] is as follows:
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Example 1. Consider a supermarket and two beer suppliers
A and B. If the transaction database of the supermarket is
released, A (or B) can mine the association rules related
to his/her beers and apply the rules to the sales
promotion and the goods supply. As a result, a supplier
is willing to exchange a lower price of goods for the
database with the supermarket. From this aspect, it is
good for the supermarket to release the database.
However, the conclusion can be opposite if a supplier
uses the mining methods in a different way. For instance,
if A finds the association rules related to B’s beers,
saying that most customers who buy diapers also buy
B’s beers, he/she can run a coupon that gives a
10 percent discount when buying A’s beers together
with diapers. Gradually, the amount of sales on B’s beers
is down and B cannot give a low price to the supermarket as before. Finally, A monopolizes the beer market
and is unwilling to give a low price to the supermarket as
before. From this aspect, releasing the database is bad for
the supermarket. Therefore, for the supermarket, an
effective way to release the database with sensitive rules
hidden is required. This leads to the research of sensitive
rule hiding.
The work in [10], [24] presents algorithms that insert or
delete items to/from transactions for hiding sensitive rules.
It makes a strong assumption—all the items in a sensitive
rule do not appear in any other sensitive rule. With this
assumption, hiding a sensitive rule will not affect any other
sensitive rule and, therefore, hiding them one at a time or all
together will not make any difference. Thus, their algorithms hide one rule at a time and decrease the supports or
confidences one unit at a time. Since this work aims at
hiding all sensitive rules, it cannot avoid the undesired side
effects, i.e., lost rules (nonsensitive strong rules falsely
hidden) and false rules (spurious rules falsely generated).
In this paper, we remove the assumption and allow the user
to select sensitive rules from all strong rules. The problem of
sensitive rule hiding is described as follows:
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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Given a transaction database, MST, MCT, and a set of
sensitive rules, how can we modify the database such that using
the same MST and MCT, the set of strong rules in the modified
database satisfies all the constraints: 1) no sensitive rule, 2) no
lost rule, and 3) no false rule?
Since violating the last two constraints means the
production of side effects, focusing on the first constraint
like the work in [24] can be inadequate for certain
applications. For example, a supplier cannot enhance his/
her goods supply if the corresponding rule is falsely
hidden. In medical applications, a misleading rule falsely
generated will threaten human lives. Furthermore, in some
cases, the correlation among rules can make it impossible to
hide sensitive rules without violating any constraint. Therefore, in this paper, we aim at avoiding the side effects
(satisfying the last two constraints) in the rule hiding
process instead of hiding all sensitive rules.
The common idea to modify the database for rule hiding
is as follows: For a sensitive rule r : X ! Y , deleting item
i 2 X [ Y from transactions that contain X [ Y will
decrease both SupX[Y and Confr . Moreover, inserting item
i 2 X into transactions that contain X but fig and do not
contain Y will decrease Confr. It can be seen that a
modification consists of three elements, including the
modification scheme (either deletion or insertion), the item,
and the transactions to be modified. The effects of a
modification can be different if one of its elements is
changed. For example, inserting item i 2 X into transactions that contain X [ Y but fig will increase both SupX[Y
and Confr . A modification is said to be valid if it will not
produce any side effect in the modified database. Since a
number of valid modifications can be applied to hide a
sensitive rule, the goal of this paper is to select a proper
subset of valid modifications to hide the sensitive rules.
Specifically, the modification that affects the least number
of transactions and helps to hide the most number of
sensitive rules has priority over the others. The problem we
are solving is defined as follows:
Given a transaction database, MST, MCT, a set of sensitive
rules, and the user-specified constraint 2) no lost rule, 3) no false
rule, or both), how can we modify the database such that the userspecified constraint is satisfied while the sensitive rules are hidden
as many as possible?
To solve this problem, we propose a novel approach that
strategically modifies the database to decrease the supports
or confidences of the sensitive rules. Our approach classifies
the valid modifications for hiding sensitive rules and
represents each class of the modifications by three
attributes. The first attribute records the modification
scheme. In the case of deletion, the second attribute keeps
the set of items that must be contained in the transactions to
be modified. Among these items, the third attribute
designates one as the item to be deleted. In the case of
insertion, the second attribute uses two sets of items to
describe the transactions to be modified. One is the set of
items that must be contained in the transactions, while the
other is the set of items that must not appear in the
transactions. From the items in the second set, the third
attribute specifies one as the item to be inserted. There can
be two classes that are the same in the first two attributes,
but different in the third attribute. As a result, for each class,
a unique way of modifying the associated set of transactions
for hiding some sensitive rules is determined.
Given a class of modifications C, using the idea
mentioned above, the rules whose supports or confidences
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will be affected by C can be found. Our approach first finds
all the sensitive rules whose supports or confidences will be
decreased by C and computes the minimum number of
transactions that should be modified in C to hide all the
sensitive rules. After that, our approach finds all the
nonsensitive rules whose supports or confidences will be
decreased by C and then computes the maximum number
of transactions that can be modified in C without incurring
any lost rule. Finally, our approach examines the spurious
rules whose supports or confidences will be increased by C
to estimate the maximum number of transactions that can
be modified in C without generating any false rule. With
these numbers, the adequate number of transactions to be
modified in C can be decided. Based on this number and
the number of sensitive rules affected by C, our approach
selects the classes of modifications in a one-by-one fashion
and produces a sequence of classes as a result.
Before the rule hiding process, the strong rules are mined
from the database based on the given MST and MCT. The
user then selects some as sensitive rules and specifies the
constraint, such as no lost rule, no false rule, or both. After
that, we proceed to the rule hiding process that needs only
two database scans. First, the transactions are retrieved
from the database and stored as a compact structure in
main memory, which also keeps the rule information. After
the classes of modifications are produced in sequence as
described above, we apply them to the database. The
experimental results show that the undesired side effects
are avoided by using our approach. The results also report
that in most cases, all the sensitive rules are hidden without
generating false rules. Moreover, the good scalability of our
approach in terms of database size and the influence of the
correlation among rules on rule hiding are observed.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, the problem definition, the modification schemes,
the system framework, and the basic properties for rule
hiding are presented. In Section 3, we introduce the concept
of a template, index construction and template generation,
and the avoidance of side effects in rule hiding. Section 4
shows the experiments and results. Other related works are
included in Section 5. Finally, we conclude the paper in
Section 6. More properties for rule hiding and the associated
proofs are listed in the Appendix.

2

PRELIMINARIES

2.1 Problem Formulation
Let  ¼ fi1 ; i2 . . . in g and D ¼ ft1 ; t2 . . . tm g, where every tj is
a subset of  , be the set of all distinct items and the
transaction database, respectively. Each transaction tj is
associated with a unique identifier called TID and can be
represented as a bit-vector b1 b2 . . . bn , where bk ¼ 1 if ik 2 tj .
Definition 2.1: Association rule mining. The count of
itemset I (denoted as CI ) is the number of transactions
containing I in D, and the database size (denoted as jDj) is
the number of transactions in D. For two itemsets X and Y ,
where X \ Y ¼ ;, X ! Y holds in D (strong rule) if both the
following conditions hold, where X and Y are called the
precedent and the consequent, respectively.
1.
2.

SupX[Y ð¼ CX[Y =jDjÞ  MST and
ConfX!Y ð¼ CX[Y =CX Þ  MCT .
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Scheme 2: Modify entries from 0s to 1s. As mentioned in
[10], ConfX!Y will be decreased if we insert an item i 2
X into a transaction that contains X but fig and does not
contain Y . X ! Y is hidden if we repeat this operation
until condition 2 in Definition 2.3 holds.

Fig. 1. The relationships among the rule sets U, U 0 , and H.

Definition 2.2: A Class of modifications. Given two
transaction sets 1 and 2 , a class of modifications is a
function : ð1 ; I; OÞ ! 2 that transforms 1 to 2 , where
I is the item(s) to be modified and O is the modification
scheme.
Definition 2.3: Association rule hiding. Let D0 be the
database after applying a sequence of modifications to D. A
strong rule X ! Y in D will be hidden in D0 if one of the
following conditions holds in D0 :
1.
2.

SupX[Y < MST and
ConfX!Y < MCT .

Definition 2.4: Sensitive rule hiding under constraints.
With the fixed MST and MCT , U and U 0 denote the sets of
strong rules in D and D0 , respectively. The rules in a subset H
of U are selected as sensitive ones. We say that H is safely
hidden in D0 if all the following constraints are satisfied:
1.
2.
3.

H \ U 0 ¼ ; (denoted as the constraint, F -T -H, i.e.,
Fail To be Hidden),
ðU  HÞ  U 0 ¼ ; (denoted as the constraint, N-T -H,
i.e., Not To be Hidden), and
U 0  U ¼ ; (denoted as the constraint, N-T -G, i.e.,
Not To be Generated).

Fig. 1 shows the relationships among the rule sets, U, U 0 ,
and H, where U-H is the set of nonsensitive rules. The three
constraints ensure that three kinds of rules, i.e., sensitive
rules that fail to be hidden, nonsensitive rules that are
falsely hidden (lost rules), and spurious rules that are false
generated (false rules), will not occur. The constraints N-T -H
and N-T -G guard the database against the undesired side
effects in the rule hiding process. Since the correlation
among rules can make it impossible to hide rules without
violating any constraint, in this paper, we relax the
constraint F -T -H and allow the user to specify one or both
of the constraints N-T -H and N-T -G. As a result, our work
aims at hiding sensitive rules as many as possible without
producing the side effects specified by the user. Moreover,
the modification with fewer entries modified will be
preferred in the proposed approach.

2.2 Modification Schemes for Rule Hiding
In the following, five modification schemes for rule hiding
are introduced, respectively. For the ease of presentation, a
transaction is sometimes viewed as a bit-vector as mentioned before.
Scheme 1: Modify entries from 1s to 0s. As mentioned in
[6], if an item in X [ Y is deleted from a transaction
containing X [ Y , SupX[Y and ConfX!Y will be decreased. X ! Y is hidden if we repeat this operation
until one of the conditions in Definition 2.3 holds.

Scheme 3: Modify entries from 1s to 0s or from 0s to 1s.
Scheme 1 can guarantee to satisfy the constraint F -T -H,
but Scheme 2 cannot. Both schemes may violate the other
two constraints. Scheme 3 alternately uses them to
decrease the supports and confidences of sensitive rules.
Similarly, this scheme guarantees to satisfy the constraint
F -T -H but may violate the others.
Scheme 4: Change 0s and 1s to ?s. As proposed in [21], for a
transaction containing X [ Y , if an item in X [ Y is
replaced with an unknown, the minimum support of X [
Y and the minimum confidence of X ! Y will be
decreased. In addition, for a transaction that contains X
but fig and does not contain Y , if the bit 0 denoting item
i is replaced with an unknown, the minimum confidence
of X ! Y will be decreased. This scheme can guarantee
to satisfy the constraint F -T -H but may violate the
others.
Scheme 5: Swap 0 and 1 between two transactions. This is a
special case of Scheme 3. For each item, the number of
entries modified from 1 to 0 must be equal to the number
of entries modified from 0 to 1. In this way, the support
of each item is unchanged after the rule hiding process.
This characteristic can be useful for some applications
such as the stock replenishment. However, due to its
restriction, this scheme cannot satisfy the three constraints in most cases.
In this paper, we adopt Scheme 3 to modify the database,
and use the constraints N-T -H and N-T -G as the guides to
avoid the side effects. To consider both the numbers of
hidden sensitive rules and modified entries, we include the
correlation among rules in our modification scheme. The
following lists the three considerations in hiding a sensitive
rule, say a ! b:
1.

2.

3.

Correlation with the other sensitive rule, say c ! b:
From the transactions that contain abc, deleting b is
better than deleting a since the former can affect both
rules.
Correlation with a nonsensitive rule, say b ! a:
Inserting a into the transactions that do not contain b
is better than deleting a or b from the transactions
containing ab because the latter may also hide b ! a.
Correlation with a spurious rule, say ab ! c: Inserting
a into the transactions that do not contain b is better
than deleting a or b from the transactions containing
ab because the latter may also generate ab ! c.

2.3 System Framework
Fig. 2 shows the framework of our approach that consists of
six components. Initially, the original database is converted
into the transaction table, where each distinct item is encoded
as a unique prime number. This conversion helps the
efficiency and is detailed in Section 3.2. The sensitive rule
table and the nonsensitive rule table are built to record the rule
information. The transaction-rule index is also constructed
using the concept of inverted lists [16] to correlate the tables
for efficient retrieval.
The main challenge of rule hiding is how to select the
items and transactions to modify. We propose to represent
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number of modified transactions when X ! Y is hidden.
By Definition 2.3, we have:
ðCX[Y  Þ=CX < MCT ) CX[Y  CX  MCT < :
, is an integer ) CX[Y  dCX  MCT e < .
u
t
;MCCCX!Y ¼ CX[Y  dCX  MCT e þ 1.
Property 3. To hide X ! Y by removing items in X from the
transactions in X[Y , the minimal number of transactions
that should be modified, called the minus precedent confidence
count, is computed as:
j
k
MP CCX!Y ¼ ðCX[Y  CX  MCT Þ=ð1  MCT Þ þ 1:

Fig. 2. The framework of our approach.

each class of modifications as a template and then select
templates in a one-by-one fashion. The templates are kept in
the template table and the selected templates are put into the
action table. The six components are updated each time a
template is selected. When all the sensitive rules are hidden
or the template table is empty, the templates in the action
table are applied to modify the original database. If some
sensitive rules are not hidden, the user can release as it is,
release nothing, or relax the constraint to hide more
sensitive rules.

2.4 Properties for Rule Hiding
In the following, we present the properties that will be used
to identify the valid modifications. Since Scheme 3 is a
combination of Schemes 1 and 2, the properties are divided
into two groups. Using Scheme 1 to hide a rule, the
following properties indicate the minimal number of
transactions that should be modified.
Property 1. Let X[Y be the set of all transactions containing
X [ Y . To hide X ! Y by removing items in X [ Y from the
transactions in X[Y , the minimal number of transactions
that should be modified, called the minus support count, is
computed as:
l
m
ð1Þ
MSCX!Y ¼ CX[Y  jDj  MST þ 1:
Proof. Removing items in X [ Y from the transactions in
X[Y will decrease SupX[Y . Let  be the number of
modified transactions when X ! Y is hidden. By
Definitions 2.1 and 2.3, we have:
ðCX[Y  Þ=jDj < MST ) CX[Y  jDj  MST < :
, is an integer ) CX[Y  djDj  MST e < .
;MSCX!Y ¼ CX[Y  djDj  MST e þ 1.

u
t

Property 2. To hide X ! Y by removing items in Y from the
transactions in X[Y , the minimal number of transactions
that should be modified, called the minus consequent
confidence count, is computed as:
l
m
MCCCX!Y ¼ CX[Y  CX  MCT þ 1:
ð2Þ
Proof. Removing items in Y from the transactions in X[Y
will decrease SupX[Y but cannot decrease SupX . From
Definition 2.1, ConfX!Y will be decreased. Let  be the

ð3Þ
Proof. Removing items in X from the transactions in X[Y
will decrease both SupX[Y and SupX . By Definition 2.1,
ConfX!Y , which is a proper fraction, will be decreased.
Let  be the number of modified transactions when X !
Y is hidden. By Definition 2.3, we have:
ðCX[Y  Þ=ðCX  Þ < MCT )
CX[Y   < CX  MCT    MCT )
 > ðCX[Y  CX  MCT Þ=ð1  MCT Þ:
, is an integer
)  > bðCX[Y  CX  MCT Þ=ð1  MCT Þc:
;MP CCX!Y ¼ bðCX[Y CX MCT Þ=ð1 MCT Þc
þ1.
u
t
Definition 2.5: Minus count. The minimum of MCCCX!Y
and MP CCX!Y is called the minus confidence count of
X ! Y ðMCCX!Y Þ. The minimum of MSCX!Y and
MCCX!Y is called the minus count of X ! Y ðMCX!Y Þ,
indicating the minimal number of transactions to be modified
by Scheme 1 for hiding X ! Y .
With Scheme 1, a rule can be eventually hidden if the
side effects are ignored. Using Scheme 2 to hide a sensitive
rule, we also have the following property to estimate the
minimal number of transactions that should be modified.
Property 4. Let XY be the set of all transactions that contain
X but do not contain Y . To hide X ! Y by adding items in X
to introduce new transactions in XY , the minimal number
of transactions that should be modified, called the plus
precedent confidence count, is computed as:
j
k
P P CCX!Y ¼ CX[Y =MCT  CX þ 1:
ð4Þ
Proof. Raising the number of transactions in XY will
increase SupX but cannot increase SupX[Y . By Definition 2.1, ConfX!Y will be decreased. Let  be the number
of modified transactions when X ! Y is hidden. By
Definition 2.3, we have:
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CX[Y =ðCX þ Þ < MCT ) CX[Y  CX  MCT <   MCT
)  > CX[Y =MCT  CX :
, is an integer )  > bCX[Y =MCT c  CX .
;P P CCX!Y ¼ bCX[Y =MCT c  CX þ 1.

3.

u
t

Definition 2.6: Plus count. Compared with Scheme 1, Scheme 2
only uses the support of the precedent in a rule to decrease the
confidence. Therefore, we consider P P CCX!Y as the minimal
number of transactions to be modified by Scheme 2 for hiding
X ! Y , and call it the plus count of X ! Y ðP CX!Y Þ.
For each sensitive rule, based on the minus count and the
plus count, our approach can determine the minimal
number of transactions that should be modified. In a
similar way, the maximal number of transactions that can
be modified without hiding a nonsensitive rule can be
estimated. Note that, in the cases for nonsensitive rules, the
“plus one” operation at each of the four equations (1)-(4)
must be omitted. On the other hand, to avoid generating a
spurious rule, we have the following properties to estimate
the maximal number of transactions that can be modified by
Schemes 1 and 2, respectively.
Property 5. Let Y Z be the set of all transactions that contain Y
but do not contain Z. To hide sensitive rules without
generating Y ! Z, the maximal number of transactions in
Y Z that can be modified by removing items in Y , called the
removable precedent confidence count, is computed as:
j
k
ð5Þ
RP CCY !Z ¼ CY  CY [Z =MCT  1:
Proof. Removing items in Y from the transactions in Y Z
will decrease SupY but cannot decrease SupY [Z . From
Definition 2.1, ConfY !Z will be increased. Let  be the
number of modified transactions when Y ! Z is
generated. By Definition 2.1, we have:
CY [Z =ðCY  Þ  MCT ) CY [Z  CY  MCT    MCT
)   CY  CY [Z =MCT :
, is an integer )   CY  bCY [Z =MCT c.
;RP CCY !Z ¼ CY  bCY [Z =MCT c  1.
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u
t

Property 6. To hide rules by adding items in Y [ Z to some
transactions without generating Y ! Z, we have the following cases to consider:
1.

When SupY [Z is increased, the maximal number of
transactions that can be modified, called the addible
support count, can be computed as:
l
m
ð6Þ
ASCY !Z ¼ jDj  MST  CY [Z  1:

2.

When ConfY !Z is increased by adding items in Z, the
maximal number of transactions that can be modified,
called addible consequent confidence count, is:
l
m
ð7Þ
ACCCY !Z ¼ CY  MCT  CY [Z  1:

When ConfY !Z is increased by adding items in Y , the
maximal number of transactions that can be modified,
called the addible precedent confidence count, can be
computed as:
l
m
AP CCY !Z ¼ ðCY  MCT  CY [Z Þ=ð1  MCT Þ
 1:
ð8Þ

Proof. Let  be the number of modified transactions when
Y ! Z is generated. By Definition 2.1, we have:
1.

SupY [Z is increased
) ðCY [Z þ Þ=jDj  MST
)   jDj  MST  CY [Z:

2.

, is an integer )   djDj  MST e  CY [Z .
;ASCY !Z ¼ djDj  MST e  CY [Z  1.
ConfY !Z is increased by adding items in Z to
form transactions in Y [Z
) ðCY [Z þ Þ=CY  MCT )
  CY  MCT  CY [Z :

3.

, is an integer )   dCY  MCT e  CY [Z .
;ACCCY !Z ¼ dCY  MCT e  CY [Z  1.
ConfY !Z is increased by adding items in Y to
form transactions in Y [Z
) ðCY [Z þ Þ=ðCY þ Þ  MCT )
CY [Z þ   CY  MCT þ   MCT )
  ðCY  MCT  CY [Z Þ=ð1  MCT Þ:
, is an integer
)   dðCY  MCT  CY [Z Þ=ð1  MCT Þe:
; AP CCY !Z ¼ dðCY  MCT  CY [Z Þ=ð1 
MCT Þe  1.
u
t

Definition 2.7: Removable count and addible count. The
maximum of ACCCY !Z and AP CCY !Z is called the addible
confidence count of Y ! ZðACCY !Z Þ. The maximum of
ASCY !Z and ACCY !Z is called the addible count of
Y ! ZðACY !Z Þ, indicating the maximal number of transactions to be modified by Scheme 2 without generating Y ! Z.
By contrast, RP CCY !Z stands for the maximal number of
transactions to be modified by Scheme 1 without generating
Y ! Z and is called the removable count ðRCY !Z Þ.
Given a sensitive rule r, MCr and P Cr act as the
necessary conditions to determine whether a class of
modifications can be used to hide r. Let RN -T -H and
RN -T -G , respectively, denote the sets of nonsensitive rules
and spurious rules that have common items in r. For any
i 2 RN -T -H and j 2 RN -T -G , MCi , P Ci , ACj , and RCj act as
the constraints, deciding whether a class of modifications
can safely hide r. In some cases, a sensitive rule cannot be
safely hidden due to the correlation among rules. More
properties for such cases are listed in the Appendix.
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OUR APPROACH

FOR

RULE HIDING

3.1 Classification of Modifications—Templates
As described in Definition 2.2, the rule hiding process can
be viewed as a series of modifications. A class of
modifications can be expressed in a logical form if we
regard each transaction as a bit vector. For example,
deleting items in Y from the transactions containing X [
Y can be expressed as: X ^ Y ) X ^ :Y , where an itemset
fx1 ; x2 . . . xn g is expressed in the form of x1 ^ x2 . . . xn .
Definition 3.1: Logical form. Given itemsets T , F1 . . . Fm , and
two transaction sets 1 and 2 , where 8t 2 1 [ 2 , T  t,
F1 6 t . . . Fm 6 t, a class of modifications : ð1 ; fig; OÞ !
2 can be expressed in one of the logical forms:
1.
2.

i ^ T ^ :F1 ^ . . . :Fm ) :i ^ T ^ :F1 ^ . . . :Fm if
O ¼ Scheme 1 and 8t 2 1 , i 2 t.
:i ^ T ^ :F1 ^ . . . :Fm ) i ^ T ^ :F1 ^ . . . :Fm , if
O ¼ Scheme 2 and 8t 2 1 , i 62 t.

The logical form for a class of modifications includes the
modification scheme ðOÞ, the item to be modified ðiÞ, and
the predicates (itemsets) describing the transactions to be
modified ðT ; F1 . . . Fm Þ. The modification scheme is either
Scheme 1 (denoted as Del) or Scheme 2 (denoted as Ins).
The item to be modified is called the modified item (MI). The
predicate specifying the items that must be contained in the
transactions is called the positive part (PP). On the contrary,
the predicates specifying the itemsets that must not appear
in the transactions form the negative part (NP). Based on the
logical forms, we propose representing a class of modifications as follows:
Definition 3.2: Template. A class of modifications
ð1 ; fig; OÞ ! 2 is represented as a template

:

 ¼< MI; O; P P ; NP ; CV ; DF >;
where the last two components, CV and DF , will be defined
later.
For example, deleting item c from the transactions
containing abcd to hide ab ! cd can be represented as the
template < c; Del; abd; fg; ;  > , where symbol  denotes an
undermined value. Another way to hide this rule is to insert
item b into the transactions that contain a but do not contain b
and cd. Its template is < b; Ins; a; fcdg; ;  > , where cd (the
NP ) means that the transactions associated with the
template cannot have both c and d, but may contain one of
them. Complex predicates may also be used in a template.
For instance, < b; Ins; a; fcd; efg; ;  > hides both rules
ab ! cd and ab ! ef, while < b; Del; acd; fg; ;  > hides
both rules abc ! d and ab ! cd.
Definition 3.3: Transaction containment. A transaction t is
contained in a template  if both the following conditions
hold, where the set of all transactions contained by  is denoted
as T :
1.
2.

P P  t and 8F 2 NP , F 6 t.
MI 2 t if O ¼ Del; MI 62 t if O ¼ Ins.

Definition 3.4: Sensitive rule coverage. A sensitive rule r :
X ! Y is covered by a template  if SupX[Y or Confr will be
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TABLE 1
A Sample Set of Sensitive Rules

decreased as we modify MI in transaction t by O 8t 2 T .
The set of all the sensitive rules covered by  is denoted as SR
and the number of rules in SR is called the coverage of
ðjSR jÞ.
The coverage of a template is the fifth component ðCV Þ in
its template representation. From the above, a template 
correlates a set of sensitive rules SR with a set of transactions
T in such a way that modifying the transactions in T can
help to hide the sensitive rules in SR . To reduce the number of
modified entries, we estimate the minimal number of transactions in T that should be modified to hide all the sensitive
rules in SR as follows:
Definition 3.5: Minus count of a template. Given template 
and a rule r : X ! Y 2 SR , if O is Del, the minus count
of ðMCr; Þ is as follows:
1.
2.

MCr; ¼ minfMSCr ; MP CCr g if MI 2 X.
MCr; ¼ minfMSCr ; MCCCr g if MI 2 Y .

Definition 3.6: Difference of a template. The difference of a
template  is defined as the maximum of MCr; 8r 2 SR , if
O is Del; or the maximum of P Cr 8r 2 SR , if O is Ins. The
difference is the sixth component ðDF Þ of a template.
Example 2. Table 1 shows three sensitive rules and the
corresponding values of MSC, MP CC, MCCC, and
P P CC. The templates in Table 2 are generated from it,
where 1  3, 4  8, and 9  12 are derived from
a ! b, ab ! d, and a ! cd, respectively. The CV field is
computed from Definition 3.4, while the DF field is
computed according to Definitions 3.5 and 3.6.
Considering 3 as an example, by Definition 3.4, only
one sensitive rule ða ! bÞ is covered by it. Since O is Del
and MI is the consequent b, by Definition 3.6 the DF of 3 is
equal to MCa!b;3 , which is the minimum of MSCa!b and
MCCCa!b by Definition 3.5. Observing the logical forms of
5 and 7 in Table 2, we find that the modification in the
form of :a ^ :b ^ :d ) a ^ b ^ :d has the same impact on
hiding ab ! d because it inserts items a and b to the
transactions that do not contain a, b, and d. We call it the
auxiliary template. To keep the number of modified entries
small, we generate the auxiliary templates only when the
templates currently generated are not sufficient to hide all
the sensitive rules.
Given a number of templates, we adopt a heuristic
method to select the one with the lowest DF as the pivot. If
several templates have the lowest DF , we select the one
with the largest CV . Moreover, if several templates have the
largest CV , we randomly select one of them because they
have the same impacts on the number of hidden sensitive
rules and the number of modified entries. After executing
the modifications of the pivot, the set of sensitive rules will
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TABLE 2
The Templates Generated from Table 1
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TABLE 4
The Frequent Itemsets and the Strong Rules

Definition 3.8: Template reduction. We say that a template 
is reducible if 9Fi , Fj 2 NP , where i 6¼ j, Fi  Fj . To reduce
, we simply remove all Fj 2 NP if 9Fi 2 NP , Fi  Fj .

3.2 Index Construction and Template Generation
Suppose that a database at the left-hand side of Table 3 is
given and represented in the form of bit-vectors at the righthand side. We apply to it an algorithm for association rule
mining with MST 20% and MCT 60% and obtain the
frequent itemsets and the strong rules in Table 4, where the
values in parentheses stand for counts and confidences,
respectively.
We encode each item as a unique prime number such
that all the transactions and rules are converted into
products of prime numbers. For instance, using the
encoding table at the left-hand side of Table 5, the database
is converted to the one at the right-hand side, where
nonfrequent item d is omitted during the conversion. Note
that the frequent items are sorted by their counts and
mapped to the prime numbers in reverse order (e.g., e ! 5).
In this way, the product of prime numbers stored in the
index and tables will not be too large. After that, the
transactions are stored as the transaction table in Table 6,
where each bucket keeps a distinct product and a count to
indicate the number of transactions with this product.
Not only the transactions but also the rules are
represented in the form of prime numbers or products of
prime numbers. As depicted in Fig. 2, the strong rules are
distributed into two tables. Assuming that from Table 4 the
user selects a ! b, b ! a, and a ! e as sensitive rules, the
two kinds of rules are separately stored in Table 7 and
Table 8. Note that the column Itemset of a rule X ! Y stands
for the union of the precedent X and the consequent Y and,
therefore, it keeps the product of two prime numbers that,
respectively, come from X and Y .
Since the number of sensitive rules is often much less
than the number of nonsensitive rules, we do not keep
the sensitive rules in the transaction-rule index. Fig. 3
shows an example indexing the transactions in Table 6
and the nonsensitive rules in Table 8. With this index, the
transactions and nonsensitive rules satisfying a logical
form can be quickly identified. For instance, the transactions that contain itemset 6 but do not contain itemset 35

TABLE 3
A Transaction Database in the Form of Bit-Vectors

TABLE 5
The Encoding Table and the Converted Database

shrink. For each of the remaining templates, the values of
CV and DF are recomputed for the next run of pivot
selection. Since the coverage of a template can be too small to
hide many sensitive rules at a time, we introduce a way to
integrate multiple templates into one to cover more
sensitive rules.
Definition 3.7: Joint template. Two templates 1 and 2
are joinable if MI1 ¼ MI2 , O1 ¼ O2 , 8F 2 NP1 ,
F \ P P2 ¼ ;, and 8F 0 2 NP2 , F 0 \ P P1 ¼ ;. The result
is named the joint template, which is denoted as
1

2 ¼ < MI1 ; O1 ; P P1 [ P P2 ; NP1 [ NP2 ;
jSR1 [ SR2 j; maxfDF1 ; DF2 g > :

Example 3. In Table 2, 4 and 9 are joinable. The joint
template 4 9 is < a; Del; bcd; fg; 3; 4 > with the
logical form a ^ b ^ c ^ d ) :a ^ b ^ c ^ d. Obviously, this
template is better than 4 since it has the same DF but
covers all the rules in Table 1. Similarly, the joint template
5 10 is < a; Ins; b; fd; cdg; 2; 3 > with the logical form
:a ^ b ^ :d ^ :ðc ^ dÞ ) a ^ b ^ :d ^ :ðc ^ dÞ. Note that
the transactions that do not contain d will not contain cd,
either. Therefore, the term :ðc ^ dÞ in the logical form can
be discarded and result in a simpler one, which happens
to be 5. In this way, we can reduce the joint template to
its simplest form and avoid generating redundant
templates.
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TABLE 6
The Transaction Table

Fig. 3. The transaction-rule index.

TABLE 7
The Sensitive Rule Table

are in the first and the fifth buckets of Table 6 since
ð10101Þ ^ ð10011Þ ^ :ðð11100Þ ^ ð01100ÞÞ ¼ ð10001Þ.
After the index and tables are built, the templates are
generated as described in Section 3.1. For example, the
templates 1  7 in Table 9 come from the rules in Table 7.
Note that we store value 1 if P P is empty. By Definition 3.7,
we join 1 and 5 to generate 8, where P P8 is a product of
P P1 and P P5 . Similarly, we join 3 and 7 to generate 9.
Finally, by Definition 3.8, each template in Table 9 is not
reducible.
Fig. 4 shows the algorithm for computing the values of
CV and DF . For each template, we retrieve the sensitive
rules covered by it according to Definition 3.4. The criteria
to identify the coverage are shown in line 4 and line 9, and
they can be computed via simple divisions. Take 8 in
Table 9 as an example, where the rule a ! b is covered by it
because MI8 2 fa; bg and fa; bg  fMI8 g [ P P . Since 8
covers all the rules in Table 7 and O8 is Del, lines 4  7 are
executed for each sensitive rule. From the sensitive rules,
the coverage and the difference of the template are
computed according to Definitions 3.5 and 3.6. For instance,
in line 6, MCa!b;8 is computed as the minimum of
MSCa!b ð¼ 2Þ and MP CCa!b ð¼ 2Þ. For the other sensitive
rules covered by 8, MCb!a;8 and MCa!e;8 are 1 and 2,
respectively. As a result, CV8 and DF8 are 3 and 2,
respectively. Note that a template is removed if its coverage
or difference is zero.
The efficiency of template generation depends on both
the numbers of sensitive rules and items in the individual
sensitive rules. If there are common items among the
sensitive rules, the costs in this stage can be reduced.
Besides, in our application scenario, the number of sensitive
rules specified by the user will not be too large. Moreover,
the index also helps the efficiency.

TABLE 9
The Template Table

3.3 Avoidance of Side Effects
Definition 3.9: Transaction group. For a template , the
transactions in T can be divided into groups such that the
transactions in a group are identical. A transaction group 
is represented as < I; N > , where I denotes the set of
distinct items in  and N keeps the total number of
transactions in .
Definition 3.10: Sensitive rule conflict. Given a template ,
we say that a transaction group   T conflicts with a
sensitive rule r : X ! Y if SupX[Y or Confr will be increased
when we modify MI in t by O 8t 2 .
Consider 5 in Example 2 and a transaction group
  T5 . Modifying  can hide ab ! d and a ! cd, but it also
increases the support of ab and makes it difficult to hide
a ! b in the next run. Therefore, among the transaction

TABLE 8
The Nonsensitive Rule Table

Fig. 4. The computation of CV and DF .
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groups, we filter out those who conflict with sensitive rules.
This operation is executed when a template is generated.
After that, for each transaction group, we estimate the
maximal number of transactions that can be modified
without producing side effects. A rule that can be affected
by the insertion or deletion of an item must have that item
in its precedent or consequent. Therefore, we use MI and
I to identify all the nonsensitive rules and spurious rules
that can be affected by modifying the transactions in .
Finally, two upper bounds on the number of transactions in
 to be modified are computed.
Definition 3.11: Nonsensitive rule coverage. Given  and ,
a nonsensitive rule r : X ! Y is covered by  if SupX[Y or
Confr will be decreased as we modify MI in transaction t by
O 8t 2 . The set of all nonsensitive rules covered by  is
denoted as LR and the number of rules in LR is called the
coverage of ðjLR jÞ.
Definition 3.12: Minus count of a transaction group. Given
, , and r : X ! Y 2 LR , if O is Del, we define the minus
count of ðMCr; Þ as follows:
1.
2.

MCr; ¼ minfMSCr ; MP CCr g if MI 2 X.
MCr; ¼ minfMSCr ; MCCCr g if MI 2 Y .

Definition 3.13: N-T-H bound of a transaction group.
Given  and , the N -T -H bound of  (denoted as BN -T -H )
is defined as the minimum of MCr; 8r 2 LR , if O is Del or
the minimum of P Cr 8r 2 LR , if O is Ins.
Like the approach to template selection, among the
transaction groups of the pivot, we use a heuristic method
to select the one with the highest BN -T -H as the candidate. If
several transaction groups have the highest BN -T -H , we
select the one with the smallest coverage. Moreover, if
several transaction groups have the smallest coverage, we
randomly select one of them because they give the same
upper bound on the number of transactions to be modified
and the same number of affected nonsensitive rules. As a
candidate  is selected, we further check the spurious rules
that can be affected by modifying the transactions in  and
compute another upper bound. Since there can be a huge
number of spurious rules, we use the association graph
proposed in [26] to reduce the search space. The association
graph, where each node represents a frequent item and each
link corresponds to a frequent itemset, is built in association
rule mining. By the antimonotone property [2], we can
prune some spurious rules as follows:
Property 7. If O is Del, X ! Y can be pruned if one of the
following conditions holds:
1.
2.

9W  X [ Y ; SupW < MST .
9X ! Z; Z  Y and ConfX!Z < MCT .

Proof.
W  X[Y ) CX[Y CW ) SupX[Y
;X ! Y can be pruned.
2. Z  Y ) X [ Z  X [ Y ) CX[Y
ConfX!Z < MCT .
ConfX!Y
;X ! Y can be pruned.
1.

SupW < MST .
CX[Z )
u
t
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Definition 3.14: Spurious rule coverage. Given  and , a
spurious rule r : X ! Y is covered by  if both the following
conditions hold, where the set of all spurious rules covered by 
is denoted as F R .
1.
2.

The rule r does not satisfy any condition in Property 7.
As we modify MI in transaction t by O 8t 2 ,
SupX[Y or Confr will be increased.

Definition 3.15: Addible count of a transaction group.
Given , , and r : X ! Y 2 F R , if O is Ins, we define the
addible count of ðACr; Þ as follows:
1.
2.

ACr; ¼ maxfASCr ; AP CCr g if MI 2 X.
ACr; ¼ maxfASCr ; ACCCr g if MI 2 Y .

Definition 3.16: N-T-G bound of a transaction group.
Given  and , the N-T -G bound of  (denoted as BN -T -G )
is defined as the minimum of ACr; 8r 2 F R , if O is Ins; or,
the minimum of RCr 8r 2 F R , if O is Del.
Recall that the user can specify one or both of the
constraints N-T -H and N-T -G before the rule hiding
process. If no constraint is specified, we use N as the
upper bound, indicating that all the transactions in  can
be modified. Let  be the minimum of BN -T -H and
BN -T -G , indicating that at most  transactions in  can be
modified without producing side effects. If  is nonzero,
we output a record < ; ; minf; DF g > to the action
table, which means modifying MI in the transactions of
 by O and the number of transactions to be modified is
set to minf; DF g. We simulate these modifications on
the transaction table and also update the sensitive rule
table and the transaction-rule index. After that, we
decrease DF by  and select the next candidate from
the remaining transaction groups if DF is nonzero. Until
DF is zero or no candidate can be found, we return to
select the next pivot from the remaining templates. A
complete flowchart of our approach is shown in Fig. 5.

4

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We adopt the IBM data generator [28] to synthesize the
databases for the experiments. The average transaction
length and the database size are set to 10 and 5K,
respectively. We first generate a database with size 5K,
and then duplicate it to generate the databases with size
10K, 15K, 20K, and 25K. Both the number of frequent
itemsets and the number of distinct items are set to 1K.
Using the fixed thresholds MST 1% and MCT 60%, there are
1,564 strong rules. We randomly select five of them as
sensitive rules and make experiments on Pentium IV
2.8GHz PC with 256MB RAM running Windows XP. Our
approach is programmed in C# with four variations,
including no constraint (None), no loss rule ðN-T -HÞ, no
false rule ðN-T -GÞ, and both constraints (Both). Each
measurement in the experimental results is an average
computed from 10 trials.
To evaluate the efficiency, we measure the CPU time of
the entire process including the preprocessing stages. On
the other hand, we use four measures to evaluate the
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Fig. 5. The flowchart of our approach.

effectiveness. One is the number of modified entries,
indicating how much the content of the original database
is preserved. The other measures are defined as follows: Let
H and U be the sets of all sensitive rules and all strong rules
in the original database, respectively. After rule hiding, let
the set of all strong rules in the modified database be
denoted as U 0 . Moreover, let SR, LR, and F R, respectively,
denote the sets of all the sensitive rules that fail to be
hidden, all the loss rules, and all the false rules. The number
of rules in any notation R is denoted as jRj. By Definition 2.4, we adopt three measures to evaluate the
performance of our approach on sensitive rule hiding
under constraints:
F T H ratio ¼ jSRj=jHj: the percentage of the sensitive rules that fail to be hidden.
. NT H ratio ¼ jLRj=jU  Hj: the percentage of the
nonsensitive rules falsely hidden.
. NT G ratio ¼ jF Rj=jU 0 j: the percentage of new
strong rules that were originally spurious.
For all the ratios, the lower they are, the better our
approach performs. We first evaluate the scalability of our
approach in terms of the database size, the number of
sensitive rules, and the number of strong rules, respectively.
After that, the sensitive rules are selected in such a way that
all of them have at least one item in common to evaluate the
effectiveness of our approach on the four measures. Finally,
we define the overlapping degree of a rule and make
experiments to observe how the correlation among rules
influences the performance.
.

4.1 Scalability of our Approach
The processing time reported includes the CPU time
consumed in the preprocessing steps (after sensitive rules
have been selected), the template generation, and the
complete process for hiding sensitive rules. We exclude
the I/O time spent on the index construction and the
database modification in order to highlight the impact of
the database scale on our indexing mechanisms and the
proposed method for rule hiding.
The results of the CPU time under varied database sizes
are plotted in Fig. 6a. Each of the variations is scalable in
terms of the database size. In our implementation, the table

Fig. 6. (a) Scalability on the database size and (b) the number of
sensitive rules.

keeping the template information can be fully loaded into
the main memory. The indexing mechanisms and the
prime-number representation are the major reasons for
the good scalability of our approach. The former supports
fast data access with hashing techniques. Moreover, the
frequent items are mapped to the prime numbers in a
reverse order of their frequencies. In this way, the product
of prime numbers for representing a frequent itemset will
not be too large. In addition, the results plotted in Fig. 6b
indicate that all the variations are scalable in terms of the
number of sensitive rules.
To observe the impact of the number of nonsensitive
rules, the results on the CPU time of our approach under
varied MCT are plotted in Fig. 7a. Since more nonsensitive
rules lead to more costs on checking the constraint N-T -H,
the two variations N-T -H and Both perform worse than the
others. In addition, since the possibility to generate
spurious rules grows as the decrease of MCT , the difference
between N-T -H and Both is more significant at a lower
MCT . In Fig. 7b, we also show how the number of strong
rules varies as the growth of MCT .

4.2 Sensitive Rules with Common Items
In this experiment, we divide the strong rules into clusters
by the common item in them. For example, given four rules
a ! b, b ! a, c ! d, and c ! e, there can be the five clusters
in Table 10. We randomly select one cluster with exactly
five rules and then alternately select one, two, three, four,
and five rules from it as sensitive rules. In this way, there
must be at least one solution to hide all the sensitive rules
because they have at least one item in common. The figure
of the CPU time is omitted since there is no obvious trend
among the results of the four variations.
Fig. 8a shows the number of modified entries for the four
variations with respect to the number of sensitive rules. It
can be seen that each curve climbs up and then down from
one extreme case (only one sensitive rule) to the other (the
entire cluster). It is reasonable because very few modifications are required if all the sensitive rules have a common
item. In Fig. 8b, the variations N-T -G and None always hide
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Fig. 7. Scalability on the number of strong rules.

all the sensitive rules. Moreover, the variation Both can hide
all the sensitive rules only when the entire cluster of rules is
regarded as sensitive. In Fig. 8c and Fig. 8d, all the
variations achieve very low NTH ratio and NTG ratio.
Moreover, the curves of Both in both figures also verify that
our approach can avoid producing side effects.

4.3 Sensitive Rules with High Overlap
Definition 4.1: Overlapping degree. The occurrence of an
item means the number of strong rules that have it in the
precedent or the consequent. We define the overlapping
degree of a rule r as follows:
!
X
occurenceitem :
log!
item2r

Take the rule a ! b in Table 10 as an example. Its
overlapping degree is equal to two if we set ! as 2. It is more
difficult to hide the rule with a higher overlapping degree
because there can be more rules affected in the rule hiding
process. In this experiment, we set ! to 5 and alternately
select the rules whose overlapping degrees are one, two,
three, four, and five as sensitive ones. In this way, we can
observe how the correlation among sensitive rules influences the performance. The figure of the number of
modified entries is omitted since there is no obvious trend
among the results of the four variations. Fig. 9 shows the
results on the other measures.
Fig. 9a and Fig. 9b both show that the curves of
N-T -H and Both have the upward trend as the growth of
overlapping degree. In Fig. 9b, the points where some
sensitive rules are not hidden mean that the correlation
TABLE 10
An Example of Rule Clustering

Fig. 8. Effectiveness on the number of sensitive rules.

among the rules has a great impact on the FTH ratio,
especially for the constraint N-T -H. In Fig. 9c and Fig. 9d,
it can be observed that the side effects become worse as
the overlapping degree increases. The curves of Both in
both figures verify again that our approach avoids
producing the side effects. Moreover, from the curves of
N-T -G in Fig. 8b and Fig. 9b, we find that in most cases,
all the sensitive rules can be hidden without generating
any false rule.

5

RELATED WORK

Sensitive rule hiding is a subfield of privacy preserving data
mining, which can be divided into two categories. One is the
preserving of data privacy, which considers all or parts of the
data to be sensitive [1], [5], [11], [14], [20]. Its goal is to blur
the sensitive data but keep the summary information
unchanged. The other is the preserving of information
privacy, assuming that only the summary information is
sensitive. Its goal is to hide the sensitive information but
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retain most of the original data. Sensitive rule hiding
belongs to the second category.
For data privacy, Evfimievski et al. [12] introduce a way
to measure the degree of privacy when the database
contents are blurred. They also present randomization
operators yielding a high degree of data privacy and
formulae estimating the itemset supports on the randomized database. Rizvi and Haritsa [19] randomize the
database by the Bernoulli function such that the itemset
supports in the original database can be recovered with a
high degree of accuracy. Vaidya and Clifton [23] describe a
particular scenario, where the items of a database are
distributed over different sites. They design an algorithm to
find all the frequent itemsets without revealing the contents
of the individual transactions. Kantarcioglu and Clifton [15]
study another scenario, where the transactions are divided
into partitions. They employ the cryptographic techniques
to minimize the amount of shared information for mining
frequent itemsets in a distributed environment. All these
works do not take into account the case where the mining
results themselves are confidential.
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For information privacy, Clifton and Marks [9] give the
example mentioned in Section 1 and discuss the related
topics, including the sensitive rule hiding. Most of the
previous works adopt either sampling or modifying approaches. A sampling approach [8] makes a sample
database such that the sensitive rules cannot be uncovered,
while a modifying approach alters a few parts of the
database to decrease the supports or confidences of the
sensitive rules. In this paper, we adopt the modifying
approach since it can retain the original data as much as
possible. More discussions on privacy preserving data
mining can be found in a survey paper [25]. In the
following, we focus the discussions on sensitive rule hiding.
Atallah et al. [6] refer to sensitive rule hiding as data
sanitization, which aims at hiding a set of sensitive itemsets,
and prove that optimal sanitization is NP-Hard. Moreover,
a heuristic approach is proposed using an itemset graph to
hide sensitive itemsets in a one-by-one fashion. Oliveira and
Zaı̈ne [18] further address the efficiency and effectiveness
issues. They plug a transaction retrieval engine to the hiding
process and achieve a linear scalability in terms of database
size. On effectiveness, they introduce three measures for
hiding failures (sensitive patterns that are not hidden),
missing costs (nonsensitive patterns falsely hidden), and
artifactual patterns (spurious patterns falsely generated).
Since these approaches only consider the decrease of
supports, they may fail to hide a rule if the rule can be
hidden only by decreasing the confidence.
Saygin et al. [21], [22] argue that both the insertion and
deletion of items will introduce false information and make
it hard to determine whether the rules derived from the
modified database can be trusted. Therefore, they propose a
modification scheme to replace entries with unknowns. With
this scheme, the itemset support is represented as a range
from the minimum support (ignore unknowns) to the
maximum support (regard unknowns as normal entries).
Similarly, the confidence of a rule, say X ! Y , is also
represented as a range from the minimum confidence (the
minimum support of X [ Y divided by the maximum
support of X) to the maximum confidence (the maximum
support of X [ Y divided by the minimum support of X).
By definition, a rule X ! Y is hidden if its minimum
confidence is below MCT or the minimum support of X [
Y is below MST . From our view, the uncertainty due to the
ranges on supports and confidences makes it hard to
determine whether the derived rules can be trusted.
Moreover, the side effects will be out of control since they
do not consider the correlation among rules in their
modification scheme.
The work proposed by Verykios et al. in [24] should be
the most relevant to our work. In that work, the authors
propose five algorithms for rule hiding, which are also
based on the decrease of supports and confidences. Unlike
us, they make a strong assumption—only the rules that are
supported by disjoint frequent itemsets can be selected as
sensitive. With this assumption, their algorithms can hide
one rule at a time and decrease supports or confidences one
unit at a time. Moreover, since the authors aim at hiding all
sensitive rules instead of avoiding side effects, they do not
consider the correlation among rules in their algorithms.
Finally, to hide a rule, there can be a large number of
“candidate” entries to modify. The “minimum impact”
criterion used in the five algorithms only focuses on
minimizing the number of modified entries. By contrast,
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in this paper, we drop the assumption and decide the
modification schemes and the entries to modify based on
the correlation among three kinds of rules (sensitive,
nonsensitive, and spurious).
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2.

an item in X [ Y is deleted ) Y ! X is also
hidden because MSCY !X ¼ MSCX!Y .
If X ! Y is hidden, since
MCX!Y ¼ MCCCX!Y );

6

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a novel approach that modifies the
database to hide sensitive rules with limited side effects. We
propose to classify all the valid modifications such that every
class of modifications is related with the sensitive rules,
nonsensitive rules, and spurious rules that can be affected
after the modifications. With the methods proposed in this
paper, we can modify the transactions in an order so that both
the numbers of hidden sensitive rules and modified entries
are considered. The experimental results show that our
approach is scalable in terms of database size. Moreover, our
approach to the avoidance of undesired side effects in rule
hiding is effective in two well-designed experiments. In most
cases, all the sensitive rules are hidden without false rules
generated. In addition, it is observed that the common items
and the overlapping degrees among sensitive rules have a
great impact on the performance of rule hiding.
It can be interesting to discover the full set of rules that
will be falsely hidden or generated as the side effects after
rule hiding. Efficient mechanisms are required to speed up
the rule hiding process for large databases. Another issue is
the fast recognition of sensitive rules that cannot be hidden
according to the user-specified constraint. An ideal goal is
to build a system that can aid the database administrator to
find the sensitive rules for hiding. The other issue is to
remove the threshold assumption. A rule hiding approach
should be robust no matter how the adversary looks into
the modified database, e.g., using a lower MCT to reveal
the hidden sensitive rules. The challenge is to take into
account both the above attacks and the undesired side
effects.

APPENDIX
In some cases, a sensitive rule cannot be safely hidden due
to the correlation among rules. The following are some
properties for such cases.
Property 8. Given a sensitive rule X ! Y and a nonsensitive
rule Y ! X, X ! Y cannot be hidden without hiding Y !
X by applying Scheme 1 to X[Y if one of the conditions
holds:
1.
2.

MCX!Y ¼ MSCX!Y and MSCX!Y ¼ MSCY !X .
MCX!Y ¼ MCCCX!Y and

3.

MCCCY !X

Property 9. Given a sensitive rule X ! Y and a nonsensitive rule
X ! Z, let XðY [ZÞ be the set of all transactions that contain
X but do not contain Y [ Z. X ! Y cannot be hidden
without hiding X ! Z by applying Scheme 2 to introduce new
transactions in XðY [ZÞ if P CX!Y  P CX!Z .
Proof. If X ! Y is hidden, by Definition 2.6, there are
P CX!Y transactions added into XðY [ZÞ ) X ! Z and
u
t
it is also hidden because P CX!Z P CX!Y .
Property 10. Given a sensitive rule X ! Y and a spurious rule
Y ! Z, let ðX[Y ÞZ be the set of all transactions that contain
X [ Y but do not contain Z. X ! Y cannot be hidden
without generating Y ! Z by applying Scheme 1 to ðX[Y ÞZ
if MCX!Y ¼ MCCCX!Y and MCCCX!Y  RCCY !Z .
Proof. If X ! Y is hidden, by Definition 2.5 ) there are
MCCCX!Y transactions in ðX[Y ÞZ in which an item in
Y is deleted.
) Y ! Z is also generated because RCCY!Z
u
t
MCCCX!Y .
Property 11. Given a sensitive rule X ! Y and a spurious rule
X ! Z, let ðX[ZÞY be the set of all transactions that contain
X [ Z but do not contain Y . X ! Y cannot be hidden
without generating X ! Z by applying Scheme 2 to ðX[ZÞY
if P CX!Y  ACX!Z .
Proof. If X ! Y is hidden, by Definition 2.6, there are
P CX!Y transactions added into ðX[ZÞY ) X ! Z and
u
t
it is also generated because ACX!Z P CX!Y .
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